ABSTRACT
Figure S 2. Normalized and smoothed Fourier transformation amplitudes of the differentiated magnetoconductance measurements of Fig. S1 for sample B. Three profile cuts for γ A = 5 • , 45 • and 90 • are given. The horizontal boundary of the dotted box marks the expected frequency range for an electron enclosing magnetic flux quanta Φ 0 = h/e while moving on the very outermost or innermost perimeter of the InAs shell of nanowire B. With increasing tilt the background UCF become the most prominent feature of the spectrum, highlighted by a dotted guideline. Figure S 3 . Differential conductance in colour code versus tilt angle γ and magnetic field B of sample B. The subtracted background was determined by adjacent average smoothing over the whole measurement of Fig. S1 . All the maxima and minima of the curves bend to higher magnetic fields with decreasing angle between nanowire axis and magnetic field direction, which indicates a maximum of flux enclosure within the InAs shell at perpendicular aligned magnetic field. Five maxima positions are followed for different tilt angles and plotted as symbols. Their course of progression with decreasing tilt is fitted with the equation B = B 0 / cos(γ − γ 0 ) shown as grey solid lines in the right picture.
